
Supremacy 201 

Chapter 201 - Mr. Gama's Voice! 

"That's right, it needs to have your name, current integration percentage, element or elements, affinity 

rating, bloodline's name, tier and rank, and lastly your unlocked abilities in their respectful order." He 

looked at his bracelet and said, "You have 5 minutes, you may begin!" 

'Even better.' Felix smiled pleasantly while filling his profile with the mentioned information. 

He was glad that Goerge gave them the liberality to write their own details instead of forcing them into 

getting scanned by his bracelet. 

If he did so, Felix would be forced into disobeying the order to protect the fact he had a 100% affinity 

rating. 

It didn't take a genius to figure out that Felix either had ways to increase his affinity or the Queen's scan 

was faulty. 

It was obvious which one was more believable. 

To not put himself in that position, Felix was planning on rejecting any scanning attempts at him. As long 

as he didn't give the Queen his permission, no one could scan him and figure out his private information. 

Truthfully, Goerge made them create their own profiles as he knew that displaying results publicly 

would only make the team members compare with each other. 

He didn't want that as he had no plans to make some members feel shitty about themselves while some 

feel superior. 

That would defy the purpose of making the team united. In fact, it would just make it worse. 

It was all fine and dandy to know about each other's abilities, but knowing even the integration 

percentage and affinity rating? That should be private to oneself. 

After a while, Felix finished writing down everything. He swiftly made his hologram visible to only 

Goerge, showing him what he needed to know and hiding what he didn't. 

Even when he downplayed 70% of what he showed, Goerge was still shellshocked by what he read, 

especially the abilities names. 

"What the Hell?!" He couldn't help but exclaim out loud, making everyone look at him strangely. 

Indifferent to their looks, Goerge dashed towards Felix and pointed his shaky finger at the shown 

abilities names, *Advanced Poison Resistance*, *Superstrength*, *Poison Bombs*, and lastly, *Poison 

Pillars*. 

When he first saw Felix's abilities live in the stadium, he believed just like everyone else, that *Poison 

Bombs* were just *Paralyze Bombs* while, *Poison Pillars* was a sole ability that could put others to 

sleep or something. 

However, after reading 'poison' in them, he knew that he was completely gassed out just like everyone! 



"Does your abilities allow you to switch inducements?!" He stuttered as he asked. 

"Switch inducements?" Amelia murmured in disbelief. 

"What is that?" Walton scratched his red beard as he asked her. 

"Hehe, brother Felix can use 5 poison inducements in his abilities." Olivia bragged with her chest puffed 

out in pride. 

After hearing so, Felix just shrugged his shoulders while pointing at Olivia, entailing that she summed it 

up perfectly. 

"The f*ck? does that mean he still didn't use his full strength in the tournament?!" 

Aghast and somewhat frightened, Walton exclaimed while staring at Felix with widened eyes. Lena and 

Amelia figured as much the moment they heard Olivia. 

At this point, they honestly didn't know what to feel. Felix just keeps getting bigger and bigger in their 

eyes, not stopping for a single second to look down at them. 

It was obvious that he didn't acknowledge their existence in the team and they were hoping in those 

two months to change that.Find authorized novels in , faster updates, better experience, Please click #.-

gama’s-voice!_50536464085220117 for visiting. 

However, the more they knew about him the less confident they got in their chances of achieving so. 

Ding! Ding! Ding!... 

Just as Goerge wanted to ask Felix to show him the five inducements that he had, he got interrupted by 

loud annoying bell noises. 

"Email me your profiles. We will carry this conversation in the evening when Adam regroups with us." 

Goerge regained control of his composure as he pointed at the residential area, "The entire field is going 

to be packed soon with the juniors. And we are not planning to train with them." 

He suggested while leaving, "If you wanna stay and watch them train, be my guest. Just remember my 

2nd rule." He turned around giving them a strict gaze, "No trouble!" 

After seeing that he truly left, Felix waved the hologram away and walked in a completely different 

direction than the residential area. 

He was planning to explore the camp until the residential area gets emptied out from the juniors. From 

the humongous size of the camp, there were many buildings left to be seen. 

"Felix wait for me!" Olivia chased after him while waving her hand in the air. Sarah soon followed after 

her as well. 

The rest of the main team each went in their own direction, leaving Amelia, Walton, and Lena to gaze at 

Felix's back, having absolutely no idea how to approach him. 

... 

Crack! Crash! thud!... 



In an exquisite hotel suite, an old man with a white beard was trashing the entire bedroom, destroying 

anything in his path. 

"How could you get wiped out by one f*cking person! How COULD YOU!" 

Enraged, the elder kept screaming with flushed cheeks while throwing empty glasses into the wall, 

uncaring about how he appeared to the rest of the elders in the room. 

Though, it seemed like some of them wanted to jump in and start venting the boiling magma in their 

chest. 

"That's enough, elder Joseph." A middle-aged man with l.u.s.trous golden hair and a few wrinkles under 

his eyes, tabbed with the side of his fist at the table, forcing Joseph to calm down a little. 

"It seems we still underestimated that junior's strength." The middle-aged man said while massaging his 

temples. 

"Who would have thought that a full mercenary squad made out of 12 retired S.W.A.T veterans was still 

not enough for a legendary bloodliner." He shook his head and said, "We can't blame them though as no 

one expected that his body was bulletproof." 

"It was a failed mission before it even began." Another elder chimed in with a dispirited tone. 

Dejected, Joseph took a deep breath as he sat on the bed with his head lowered. 

He kept gazing at the floor while thinking about the time he rashly promised Mr. Gama that he was 

going to bring him a legendary bloodliner. 

This was the main reason he was furious. He knew that Mr. Gama didn't tolerate failures or having his 

expectations brought up just to be crushed. 

Joseph was terrified about contacting him and giving him the report of the failed kidnapping attempt. 

He understood that Mr. Gama could not touch him or send his own people to do so. However, he could 

ask his own people to set an irresistible bounty on his head anonymous and his fate was set to 

damnation. 

He didn't even need to use supremacy coins as hundred of millions of dollars were more than enough 

for Joseph's head. 

"What are we going to say to Mr. Gama?" Joseph lifted his head as he asked, "Should we delay 

informing him until we catch that bastard?" 

"No, I believe that Mr. Gama received the news earlier than us." The middle-aged man sighed as he 

added, "Plus, there is no way we will find another mercenary squad, who is willing to infiltrate that 

heavily guarded camp." He waved his hand, "Forget about that junior for now and focus on what should 

we say to appease Mr. Gama." 

"I think we..." Just as Joseph wanted to suggest a solution, his AP bracelet started ringing. 

Mortified, He gulped a mouthful after seeing the name of the caller. 



Mr. Gama! 

"It's him!" 

Everyone quietened down in the room after Joseph showed them the ID caller. 

"F*ck, take it! Don't make him wait." The middle-aged man rushed him. 

Cluck! 

"Where is my promised legendary bloodliner?" The moment the call got connected, a deep hoarse voice 

resounded in the room, making the elders all quiver in their places. 

The tone used was as flat as it could get. Not a single hint of emotions could be detected from it. Yet, 

the elders still got tensed after hearing it. 

Meanwhile, Joseph had his mouth parted, stamped on how he should respond. 

Mr. Gama asked him straight to the point without giving him a single chance to lube the bad news. 

"I apologize Mr. Gama, but the squad we sent got wiped out by him an hour ago." 

In the end, Joseph decided to come clean and give a straight to the point answer. He knew that Mr. 

Gama's reason for asking even though he knew what happened was to hear it from his lips. 

"This is why I abhor dealing with primitive natives. You still don't understand that your planet's laws 

won't protect you from having your heads cleaved when you fail to deliver your promise." 

Mr. Gama's deep voice kept sending chills in the back of the elders, making them feel like they were 

speaking to the grim reaper himself. 

"Luckily, you still have use for my organization." 

The elders sighed in relief after hearing so. They understood that the Gama Organization was trying its 

best to stay as hidden as possible. 

Thus, they couldn't afford to get fall out with them now, unless they had plans to inform another family 

about their existence. 

As for why they were hiding in the first place? They had no idea, just like they didn't know what the 

Organization did to the sold awakeners. 

"You will be given one last chance to prove your worthiness." Mr. Gama paused, "Now, when should I 

expect my legendary bloodliner?" 

Joseph turned to the middle-aged man and saw him extending three fingers. 

"In three months!" Joseph quickly clarified after hearing heavy breathing from the other side, "Not a 

single person in the world is going to accept kidnapping a bloodliner from the camp or during the 

world's battles." He begged, "Please, in three months the battles will be concluded and the juniors 

chosen will have the lowest amount of protection." 



Joseph said so with full confidence in his prediction. He understood that the entire reason countries 

were protecting their national team members was in fear of having them getting assassinated before 

obtaining a representative spot. 

However, the moment they got one, not a single country would aim at them, as that means harming the 

planet's chance of winning the planetary games. 

This was a tactical understanding between countries since if they kept assassinating before choosing 

representatives and also after, the entire planet would be screwed big time in the games. 

No one wanted that to happen as the consequences were too much to handle. 

Thus, after three months Felix and his team would be free to roam everywhere they wanted. That's 

when the Hiltons planned on striking again but heavier this time! 

No one would be expecting this strike as the world council had no idea about the Gama Originazation's 

existence or the Hiltons' operations. 

This was the reason why the Hiltons were certain that no one would suspect them for the previous 

ambush. 

They knew that the government was going to be fully focused on countries with a hostile relationship 

with them. 

After all, in the eyes of the goverment, those countries had something to gain from ambushing their 

national team, while the Hiltons didn't. 

Since the mercenary squad was taken by Felix alone, no one had the chance to interrogate them about 

their mission's aim. 

Felix killed every assailant was to stop the kidnapping attempts from being exposed to the goverment! 

If that happened, the government would be alerted and start investigating those previously kidnapped 

commoners. By then, it wouldn't be long before a lead, exposing the Hiltons and the Organization would 

surface. 

Felix didn't want that to happen, as he understood that the Organization wouldn't just pack up and leave 

after getting exposed but actually would come out in the light prematurely!! 

He knew that he wasn't ready to face the chaos that would arise after. Not to mention, the huge impact 

this would have on the timeline! 

Thus, the Hiltons elders believed that they weren't suspected by anyone, even Felix. But in reality, the 

only reason they were still alive was due to Felix not wanting to flip the chessboard prematurely. 

"Remember this is your last chance." Before elder joseph could respond, his mouth was left parted after 

hearing Mr. Gama adding, "And send 5 awakeners in a month as compensation for failing to deliver your 

promise." 

"Of course, Of course!" Joseph gave a forced laugh, "We were planning on doing s.." 

Cluck..Peep..Peep! 



"F*****CK YOOOU!" Enraged, Joseph screamed at his bracelet with veins throbbing on his neck. 

If Joseph was carrying a phone he would have thrown it from the window after getting treated like shit 

by Mr. Gama, and especially after hearing his last order. 

Kidnapping five awakeners? 

What a joke, they struggled to kidnap 6 of them during the last 7 months, yet now they had to kidnap 5 

in a month? Not to mention their favorite mercenary squad was wiped out! 

They absolutely had no idea where to start. Obviously, Mr. Gama didn't give a shit about their dilemma 

when he gave out his order. 

"What now?" 

A sudden silence engulfed the room after hearing elder Joseph's question. They just kept gazing at each 

other with hopeless expressions. 

"Should we ask Adam to assassinate Felix in his sleep? That will solve both of our problems at once." An 

elder suddenly offered a shocking solution. Yet, before the elders could even digest what he said, a slap 

landed on that elder's face making his cheek reddened within a second. 

"I dare you to suggest that again." The middle-aged man narrowed his eyes dangerously while looking at 

everyone in the room. 

"Anyone else has a retarded idea he wants to share with us?" He asked. 

Respectful and somewhat scared, the elders all lowered their heads while answering, "No, grand elder." 

"That's what I thought." 

For the middle-aged man to be referred to with that title, he must be in his nineties. Yet, he appeared 

like he didn't even reach his fifties! 

There was only one way for that to happen...The Longevity Potion! 

It seemed like those 6 kidnapped awakeners were already traded and cashed out by the Hilton elders! 

Chapter 202 - I am Finally Free! 

A month and a week had gone by in a jiffy, as Felix spent all of it within the camp, practicing battle 

formations, synergies, and spending hours studying the abilities of their rivals. 

He absolutely abhorred being in this camp, as the food was shit, rooms weren't soundproof making him 

hear the juniors' shouts in the training field, and above all, the annoyance of having Adam roaming 

around him 24/7 trying to act friendly with him. 

The guy literally had the memory of a goldfish, as the moment he regrouped with the team, he didn't 

show a single hint of awkwardness or even humiliation after what Felix had done to him and his team. 

He just kept trying his best to integrate himself within the main team until everyone started feeling 

comfortable around him. 



For Felix, the entire Hiltons were bad news even Adam. He might look polite and charming, but who 

knows if he was going to stab Felix in the back the moment he had the chance? 

Thus, Felix kept his distance from him, treating him even worse than Walton and the rest of the 

captains. 

Within all the annoyances and horrible experiences, there was a silver lining, which made Felix forget 

about everything. 

And that was the fact his elemental potion was concocted successfully ten days before!!! 

After hearing the news delivered by Madam Hala's assistant, Felix couldn't help but feel a burst of relief 

in his chest. 

He knew that neither his mind nor his bank account could handle having the potion concoction failing. 

Thankfully, Madam Hala didn't disappoint him, making Felix post a positive review in her profile. 

Right now, Felix was lying on a steady single-sized bed, which he bought online before. 

He had his cheek resting on his palm as he kept waiting for a call from Bodidi. It had been one hour or so 

now, and he was starting to lose his patience. 

You see, three days before, Felix was informed that the elemental potion had been delivered to 

Galactical Cargo Company in the Mariana Empire. 

He was asked if they should send it to him or he would handle the procedures himself. 

Obviously, Felix chose the latter, making Bodidi pick it up for him in addition to the latest bloodline 

bottles from Mr. Goati's stock. 

However, since Felix was currently in such a heavily guarded camp and specifically in a tiny room 

without soundproof, there was no way Fatty would be able to deliver his items here without making a 

scene in the entire camp. 

In order to avoid that situation, Felix gave Bodidi coordination outside of the camp by a mile and told 

him to give a call when he makes it there, so he could sneak out of the camp. 

So far an hour or so had passed above the expected time of Bodidi's arrival. 

Thankfully for Felix, he only had to wait an extra ten minutes before he received the call. 

"What took you so long?" Felix immediately asked in irritation. 

"I messed up the coordination. I opened a wormhole 100 miles under the area you gave me." Bodidi 

used the Queen's voice to speak, as he wasn't in the room to speak telepathically with Felix. 

"Useless! Where are you now?" Felix asked while standing up, planning to move. 

"I am at our meeting spot. I dug myself upward." 

"Wait a minute, I am on my way." Felix said while beaming a potion that seemed empty in his hand. 



It might look empty but it was actually filled to the brim. it just that the content was invisible just like the 

effects it provides! 

That's right, this was one of the invisibility potions that Felix purchased in his first shopping spree. 

Right now, he was planning on using it to sneak outside of the camp and meet up with Bodidi. 

Felix unsealed the lid and drunk all of its content in one mouthful. He shook his head with his eyes 

closed tightly at its disgusting taste. 

Burp! 

"F*ck me, poison tastes better than this shit." Felix cursed under his breath while looking at his bracelet, 

"Ten minutes of invisibility starts in three, two, one...now!" 

A moment after, his entire body started to disappear from his feet to his head until he was wholly 

invisible. 

The potion's effectiveness was extremely good as even Felix's clothes disappeared with him. 

Without wasting time, Felix opened the door slowly, not alarming any of the passing juniors. After doing 

so, he closed it off and started walking through the hallway avoiding having contact with anyone. 

After a while, Felix made it to the camp's wall without being noticed in the slightest by the soldiers on 

top of the towers. 

'That's a good distance.' He thought to himself while leaning forward, planning to build momentum to 

fuel his jump. 

The Walls were 7 meters or so in height and for him to reach the outside, he needed a good jump. 

Whoosh! 

Unworried about landing on the barbed wires on top of the wall, Felix sprinted as fast as he could and 

jumped with all of his strength, hurling himself 9 meters in the air, passing right next to the face of one 

of the soldiers. 

THUD! 

Cluck cluck...Cluck! 

"Who's there!" 

The four soldiers on the tower immediately aimed their guns at Felix after hearing the loud noise of his 

landing. Though, they only saw grass and bushes, making them doubt their senses. 

Felix showed them a smirk as he sprinted through the bushes, making the leaves rustle noisily. 

Now, the soldiers were truly spooked. 

"Should we report this?" One of them asked. 

"Report what? That we heard rustling noises?" A soldier pulled back his gun as he said, "Stand down, no 

need to bother the director with nothing." 



The rest of the soldiers all pulled back their guns and returned to their positions. 

... 

2 minutes later... 

Felix stopped sprinting in the woods as he noticed a fat blue scaled worm floating in the air near a hole 

dug in the ground. 

'He really wasn't joking.' Felix's eyelids twitched at this sight. 

"Oh, you are here!" Fatty Worm sent a telepathic message after spotting Felix approaching him. 

Felix might be invisible but before the receptors of Fatty Worm, he appeared as clear as crystal. 

"How can you mess up such a basic reading of coordination?" Felix berated him while looking at the 

hole. 

He knew that Bodidi was forced to dig himself upward as he couldn't open two wormholes tunnels one 

after the other without recovering his energy first. 

"Cough, none of your business." Embarrassed, Bodidi swiftly opened his mouth and spat Felix's items 

near his feet. "Here is your stuff. With this delivery, my part of the contract has been fulfilled." 

Kikikiki! 

"I am finally free!" Bodidi's receptors kept flailing randomly while laughing in Felix's mind, expressing his 

utter happiness at finally getting rid of that damned contract. 

This was the last contracted delivery from the 17 ones, which Felix had! 

Now, if Felix wanted to ship items to him, he needed to wait seven days instead of three and also pay 

the shipping fees! 

"I thought we had a real brotherhood between us." Felix sighed while displaying a hologram filled with 

numbered data, "I even kept our private deals well doc.u.mented and organized to enjoy reading the 

sweet memories we made together." 

Kiki...kiki.ki...? 

Fatty Bodidi's laugh kept getting softer and softer until silence regained in Felix's mind. 

He just kept pointing his receptors at the shown detailed data about their under-the-table deliveries. 

From the first time Felix proposed it to the lastest one! 

Everything was doc.u.mented and approved by the Queen, making Bodidi realize that he was f*cked big 

time. 

"Brother Fatty, why aren't you laughing?" Felix asked with a warm smile, "You didn't like our memories 

to be doc.u.mented?" 

"So..So what if you doc.u.mented them?!! They are as harmful to you as they are to me!" Bodidi yelled 

in Felix's mind, displaying his una.d.u.l.terated rage. 



He couldn't believe that he actually trusted Felix into keeping their under the table deliveries a secret. 

The thought that Felix would use those deliveries as blackmailing material didn't cross his mind, as he 

knew that since Felix was on it as well, he would be thrown in one of the Alexander's Kingdom jails if he 

dared to expose their dealings. 

"You are right." Felix licked his lips as he gazed at Bodidi akin to a bird gazing at a worm, "If any 

information about our secret dealings got out in public, I will definitely get thrown in jail for years 

without bail. However, I have a way to get out without spending a single minute inside a cell." He 

chuckled devilishly while pointing his finger at Bodidi, "You on the other hand are going to be kicked out 

from the wormhole company for life!" 

Bodidi knew that Felix was absolutely right as the moment any news about him getting bribed got 

exposed, he would definitely have no way to escape the mentioned punishment. But still, he refused to 

get blackmailed again without a fight! 

"I don't believe you! No one can get you out of the prison! Even if you were the son of the king himself." 

He sneered, "Don't even mention you, a country bumpkin!" 

"Queen If I was thrown in jail for bribing a deliveryworm, can my silver wish bail me out?" Felix asked 

while smiling at Bodidi, making sure that he heard the question as well. 

'Yes!' She answered in his mind. 

"Please share your answer with Bodidi." He requested. 

The moment the Queen's answer resounded in Fatty Bodidi's mind, his receptors couldn't help but 

freeze stiffly.Find authorized novels in , faster updates, better experience, Please click 

#!_50555767815726602 for visiting. 

'Impossible...How could he obtain a silver wish in such a short amount of time?! His planet has just got 

discovered!' Bodidi was shocked silly, not daring to believe the Queen's answer. 'Wasn't it just 8 months 

ago, he was still struggling to push me out of the wormhole?!' 

Bodidi was truly about to lose his shit as he felt cheated. Cheated by the fact that Felix never mentioned 

a single time about his strength or his rank in the SG. 

The only reason he accepted bribes was because of his confidence that Felix had nothing to rely on if he 

got thrown in jail. Thus, there was no way Felix would think about blackmailing him. 

If he knew about any of this beforehand he wouldn't even entertain the thought of accepting the bribes! 

Alas, it's too late for regrets. As Felix never had the thought of letting Bodidi out of his grasp. 

However, this time he wanted to do things differently. 

"Fatty, I'm willing to destroy this data and never mention it again." Felix smiled faintly as he looked at 

the crestfallen Bodidi curling around himself, "But, I want to renew your life long contract to the original 

version." He coughed, "Minus the 20 billion penalty." 



"Why do you keep bullying me?" Fatty's receptors started to get watery, "I am only an honest worm 

trying to make living and gaining resources to further increase my space manipulation." 

"That's why I am going to be paying you every delivery fee." Felix smiled, "I only want you to continue 

delivering in a minimum of three days like usual." 

"For real?" Enlivened, Fatty's watery receptors dried up within a split second. 

"Yes, however, the contract this time is going to be lifelong." Felix gave a confident smile, "If you are 

worried about your safety, don't worry in a couple of years, my name would resound in the entire Milky 

Way galaxy." He narrowed his eyes dangerously, "At that time, who will dare touch you?" 

If Fatty Bodidi heard him boast like this before, he would have laughed his ass out. However, after 

knowing that Felix was strong enough to win silver games in such a quick amount of time, he somewhat 

believed him! 

"You have a day to think about it." Felix beamed the items laying near his feet and turned around, 

planning to return to the camp. 

"No need. I agree." Surprisingly, Bodidi shook his head as he said, "As long as you pay for the deliveries, I 

don't mind continuing our partnership. As for the protection?" He joked, "Hopefully I will be alive by the 

time you reach that level." 

"Tsk, if you keep getting fatter and fatter, hunters will not take you even if you give yourself to them," 

Felix said, snickering. 

"F*ck off, I am on a diet!" Fatty's made an 'X' with his receptors while displaying a holographic contract. 

After Felix read it, he signed it within a moment, as the terms discussed between them was all in it. 

Now, Felix would always have Bodidi as his deliveryworm! 

Honestly, Felix wasn't doing this just for the three days policy, but because he dealt with Bodidi for a 

while now and he never asked him about what he was doing with the bloodline bottles. 

He liked that about him, the fact he keeps his curiosity in check. Above all, he had no problems doing 

under the table deliveries. 

So even if he was going to be paying for the delivery fees, he didn't mind it that much. 

"Alright, beat it." Felix waved his hand dismissively, "I got matters to handle, I will call you later." 

"Cough, you don't have anything 'extra' to deliver?" Bodidi gave a sheepish smile to Felix, making him 

not know whether to laugh or cry. 

'Hahaha! This worm is so cute!' Asna guffawed while covering her mouth. 

"Go away! I will call when I need you!" Felix threw a pebble at Bodidi, making him dive into the hole 

while cursing out loud. 

After seeing that he left, Felix smiled wryly while shaking his head. 



He didn't think that Bodidi would get used to those bribes to the point he asked for one right after 

getting blackmailed due to them. 

Well...They weren't nicknamed wormpires for no reason, as their love for money transcends anything. 

Chapter 203 - Drinking The Elemental Potion! 

5 minutes later... 

Felix was sitting on his bed while examining a small spherical potion that had a logo branded on its lid, 

appearing as '????'. 

He knew that was Madam Hala's logo, which she put on all of her successful potions and substances in 

order to make her reputation reach far and wide. 

He didn't understand what it stands for as it was written in the Witch Race's language. 

He had no intention to ask the Queen about it as he was too eager to open the potion and drink the 

creamy white content inside of it. 

'Here we go.' 

A bit nervous, Felix unsealed the lid, which resembled an old wine bottle's lid. 

Immediately after opening it up Felix brought the potion near his nose and took a deep breath in 

intoxication, smelling its enticing fragrance. 

Though, Felix honestly didn't know if its smell was that good or was it just the smell of 1 billion SC and 

26K GP all put in one tiny bottle. 

A couple of seconds later, Felix put the bottle on his lips while closing his eyes shut. 

He knew that the process of unlocking another element wasn't going to be in an instant but take a 

couple of minutes to even an hour or so. 

It was better to be quick about it as the daily team's practice was going to start in three hours. 

Gulp! Gulp! 

Felix drunk everything with two gulps, not letting a single drop wasted. If the opening of the potion 

wasn't small, he would have put his tongue inside and started licking the glass, uncaring about Asna 

shaming him for it. 

"Based on the instructions I read, the potion's effect won't kick off until a minute later." Felix murmured 

while glancing at the time. 

"Please be a good uncommon element, please be a good uncommon element..." With nothing to do in 

that 60 seconds, Felix kept chanting with his hands folded. 

Well, since Felix used the Uncommon Elemental Flower as an ingredient, it meant that he was going to 

have a chance to awaken one element either from common elements, such as fire, water, wind, 

lightning...etc or uncommon element, such as sound, ice, Magma, fog, darkness, shadow, light...etc 



If he used All-Elemental Flower, rare elements such as time, space, death, life, and such would have 

been added to the available options. 

Honestly, even if Felix had that flower, he wouldn't use it for the potion, as he wasn't a retard to awaken 

another rare element just to keep it collecting dust like his illusion element. 

It was better to focus on what was available instead of focusing on the best. 

'Oh, its starting!' 

After 60 seconds sharp, Felix smiled widely as he started feeling a gentle touch on every fiber of his 

being, the total opposite of awakening with a bloodline. 

The reason bloodliners feel pain in the awakening or during integration was due to the fact their human 

genes get destroyed and replaced with beast's ones. 

On the other hand, awakening an element doesn't destroy anything at all, as the potion's effect, simply 

tries to unseal one of the humans' sealed affinities. 

You see, humans just like all races had an affinity to every element in the universe no matter its grade. 

However, during birth only one of them gets unsealed, leaving the rest sealed forever. For some lucky 

individuals like Felix, Kenny, or Princess Bird, two elements get unsealed instead of one.Find authorized 

novels in , faster updates, better experience, Please click #!_50559630870374619 for visiting. 

Yet, the truly gifted ones were called triple elementalists as they were born with a whopping three 

elements! 

That being said, being born with three or even ten elements was one thing, but having a good affinity 

rating for them was another. 

No one would give a shit about a triple Elementalist if the three elements he had were all below 20% 

affinity rating, as he would still struggle with integration due to the long cooldown. 

So, having more elements didn't mean anything if one wasn't able to increase his affinity rating. 

Felix, who was currently in the process of unsealing an element was going to have only 1% after the 

process finishes! 

This meant he would need to raise it just like he did with the poison element if he wanted to use it for 

the first stage of replacement. 

Thankfully with Asna, that wouldn't be hard, as he would simply require energy stones to achieve so. 

.... 

Half an hour later... 

Relaxed and peaceful, Felix had his eyes closed shut with a pleasant smile on his face, clearly enjoying 

the feeling of being caressed. 

Unfortunately for him, the feeling started withdrawing slowly until only a feeling of emptiness was left 

behind. 



"Sigh, that ended a bit too soon." Dejected, Felix opened his eyes while stretching his arms behind his 

back. 

This was the first time ever that he drunk a potion that was sold with 5 billion SC+, and he gotta say, it 

wasn't a bad experience. 

"Time to see the new element." Felix looked at his bracelet with a gaze filled with anticipation. He took a 

deep breath and requested the Queen to scan his body. 

"Race: Human, Gender: Male, Element affinity: Poison, Illusion, Sand, Affinity rating: 100%, 12%, 1% 

respectively." 

"Sand? Not bad." Felix nodded his head in satisfaction. 

He honestly would have reacted the same to any uncommon element he awakened. After all, he didn't 

pay 350 million to get a common element. 

"Asna do you know the sand primogenitor species?" Felix suddenly asked. 

"Nope." She clarified, "We might have been born at the beginning of the universe, but our races never 

interacted or bothered each other. I only know about their existence. But their species and shapes? I 

have no clue." 

"Sigh, how am I suppose to find it then?" The excitement of awakening a new element didn't even take 

root before Felix got smacked by the reality that he had absolutely no f*cking clue, which species should 

he start buying. 

"Damn it, I got pretty lucky last time with the J?rmungandr." Felix scratched his chin while thinking of 

the time of his awakening. 

If it wasn't for Asna finding the J?rmungandr's essence, Felix would have continued with his awakening 

without having a single clue about the primogenitors. 

However, now even though he knew about them, how was he supposed to find the sand primogenitor, 

when he didn't know which species should he target? Was it reptiles, insects, felines, birds...etc 

"Asna, do I really need the same species as the primogenitor to get the essence?" He asked with a ray of 

hope in his eyes. 

"Not really." She explained, "You can find J?rmungandr essence even in other poisonous species. 

However, efficiency won't be as good as using the same species' forefather." 

"Good! I just need to find it once, and at that time you can read the bloodline memories and see its 

species." Felix said, smiling. 

'That will work." Asna nodded her head. 

After making a plan to tackle this issue, Felix opened his bank account wanting to check on his balance. 

This strategy was going to need a quite large sum of coins to pull off since he needed to buy a lot of 

bloodlines from every species that had sand elements. 



"Pfffff! Welcome to the broke gang!" Asna immediately laughed out loud after seeing only dirt and dust 

in his bank account. 

"From a billion to a million." Saddened, Felix touched the last remaining million with his eyes getting a 

bit watery. 

Well, what did he expect, when he was spending his coins by hundreds of millions every time he needed 

to pay for something? 

If it wasn't for the movie >Human MelodiesTi-ring! 

Chapter 204 - Tripping or a Reality? 

800,000,000 SC has just been transferred into your bank account from the SGA Bank!Uummmm!!! 

A couple of minutes later, Felix's eyes snapped open as he bit on the leather belt as hard as he could 

while letting out muffled noises. 

His fingers were digging deep into the concrete floor, making him sit stiffly in his place. If he didn't do so, 

he would have started thrashing everything in sight to alleviate just a tiny bit of his anguish. 

After seeing his reaction, Asna knew that she needed to be on tiptoes and save him from fainting. She 

might enjoy watching him squirm and scream in pain, but she was always ready to stop him from 

fainting in the middle of the integration. 

14 minutes later... 

Felix's handsome visage was nowhere to be seen, as tears, snort, and saliva were all gushing down his 

chin. 

With his twisted expression, his face couldn't get any worse. 

Yet Asna wasn't laughing one bit at the way he looked, as she was completely engrossed in cheering him 

up, "Come on Felix! only 43 seconds left. You can do it!" 

'AHHHHHHH!!' 

Just as she opened up the connection between their minds, she heard a high-pitched shriek resembling 

the same one Felix let out during the time she took his ass v.i.r.g.i.nity. 

'Oooof!' She swiftly reclosed the connection, not wanting to bleed her ears. 

Felix might not have been screaming in his room, but he was sure screaming internally at the top of his 

voice. 

"10 seconds Felix! 7 seconds you can do it! 4 seconds!..1 second!" She kept shouting with her fist in the 

air, acting just like a cheerleader. 

The instant Asna finished counting, the pain withdrew at once, leaving Felix feeling absolutely nothing. 

'Thank go...' His eyes rolled at the back of his head as he slammed face-first at the floor. The belt was 

released from his mouth, showing deep teeth marks on it. 



"Damn it! Next time use 1%!" Exhausted and annoyed, Asna sat down on the bed while waving her hand 

at her face. 

She was shouting for 14 minutes straight, making sure that Felix feels like he wasn't alone. 

"Ah, I worked too hard today. I must reward myself with half a day of sleep!' She wiped a single drop of 

sweat from her forehead with a fatigued expression. 

Not bothering herself with the passed out Felix, she closed her eyes and started snoring softly. 

She was truly the prime example of laziness. 

.... 

Two hours later... 

'Argh! My head!!' 

Just like last time, the moment Felix regained his consciousness, his head was hit with the worst 

headache he ever experienced before. He swiftly started drinking rejuvenation potions, one by one until 

the headache was alleviated. 

'Uhmm? The hell! Asna are you seeing this as well?!" Shocked silly, Felix shouted in his mind while 

pointing his shaky finger at the air in front of him. 

His shock was understandable, as two humongous violet eyes with thin slits, resembling exactly his eyes, 

were gazing at him akin to a god gazing at an ant. 

Felix's breaths quickened as the dreadful eyes were getting bigger and bigger in his vision until he began 

to feel like he was about to be engulfed by one of those horrifying slits. 

However, the moment he blinked, those eyes were nowhere to be seen in his room. 

Felix's senses kept telling him that he was all alone in the room and he was merely hallucinating. 

Regardless, Felix still walked forward step by step with a fl.u.s.tered expression. 

After reaching the wall of the room, he waved his hand back and forth continuously, yet he felt nothing. 

"Asna please tell me that you saw that as well!" 

Bewildered and somewhat spooked, Felix retreated to the bed and started gazing at that spot, wanting 

to see if the eyes were going to reemerge. 

"Asna? Did you sleep again?!" Felix could only guess so after having his questions get ignored twice. 

If it was another time, Felix would have left her to sleep in peace. However, he couldn't do so now, as he 

needed to know if he was tripping or what he saw was a reality. 

Thus, he immediately closed his eyes and entered his consciousness. 

.... 

"Asna wake up!" Felix kept poking her forehead with his finger, trying to annoy her into waking up. 



"Leave me alone." 

Too bad, she just murmured softly while covering her entire body with bedsheets, not letting a single 

part of her skin exposed. 

"It's a serious matter." Felix got close to her head and said with his voice cracking a bit, "I think I 

just?saw the J?rmungandr gazing at me." 

"J?rmungandr, what?" The instant Asna heard what he said, she exposed her face, which was showing a 

dumbfounded expression. 

However, it soon was replaced with a solemn expression, making Felix gulp a mouthful as he rarely saw 

Asna being this serious before. 

"Are you for real?" She asked while sitting up. 

"That's why I am here!" He pointed at his temple and clarified, "I need you to see my memories and 

check again." 

"I see." Asna nodded her head in understanding. 

Without further ado, she closed her eyes and dove within Felix's latest memories. Since the memory was 

still fresh, it didn't take her even a millisecond before she snapped her citric eyes wide-open with clear 

agitation in them. 

"Felix, I think you are screwed." She gave him a bitter smile while closing her eyes, "No, we are both 

screwed big time!" 

Chapter 205 - Revisiting Fuzzia Stone Shop 

"You're joking right?" Felix couldn't help but exclaim in disbelief. 

"I wish." She removed the bedsheets, exposing her cute furry pajamas while speaking with a serious 

tone, "What you saw wasn't in your imagination but a tiny piece of J?rmungandr's consciousness waking 

up for a split second before returning to sleep!" She sighed, "And if you keep integrating and adding 

more of his essence into your body, he will wake up for real and none of us is going to like the outcome 

of that happening." 

"What do you mean?" Felix clasped his hands on his head as he said, "I understand that I am nothing but 

dirt in front of such a being, but you are one of the superior beings just like him." He asked while looking 

deeply into her eyes, "So why are you worried about him waking up?" 

"Of course, I will be worried!" She yelled, "If he wakes up, he will either destroy your soul, killing me 

with you, or be a nice beast and start living with me in this tiny consciousness!" She sulked, "None of 

those options are good for me!" 

Nice beast? 

Felix shook his head at such a farfetched idea. He was more inclined into believing that the J?rmungandr 

wasn't going to let go of such a free method of revival. 



This meant, he would need to kill them both as there was no way he would prefer sealing himself inside 

Felix's consciousness with the whiny Asna. 

"What now?" He passed his hand through his hair with a thoughtful expression, "Am I supposed to halt 

my integration?" 

"Not really." Asna shook her head as she clarified, "I believe that the consciousness will truly wake up 

only after you reach 98% to 99% in your integration." She stretched her arms above her head while 

yawning, "So, you can carry on your integration like normal. Just stop at 96% or 97% until we think of a 

solution." 

"That's some good news at least." Felix sighed in relief. 

"Oh now that I think about it." She reminded him, "Don't integrate more than 2% at each time. I think 

that the reason you feel a headache after each integration is due to the J?rmungandr's attempts to keep 

his consciousness up for as long as possible before sleeping again." She explained, "Your mental strength 

is too weak to handle his oppression pressure." 

"No wonder!" Felix smiled wryly. 

He understood that he and Asna might have one soul, but their social status was further apart by light-

years. This meant the J?rmungandr's oppression had zero effect on Asna. 

However, for him, just a single thought, word, or a gaze with intention of harm, was enough to seal his 

fate. 

Asna had no way to help him out defend this oppression feeling as it was aimed at his consciousness, 

not at their soul. 

If he wanted to avoid all of this together, he had to start integrating with 2% per 2%, either from two 

days to two days or three to three. It all depended on his choice. 

"Sigh, I should have known that integrating with a primogenitor isn't going to end well." Felix sighed 

while shaking his head. 

Obtaining full manipulation of the poison element? He knew that it was too good to be true. 

However, he actually never had a chance to think deeply about it since Asna gave him only a couple of 

seconds to make a decision during his awakening. 

She told him the benefits of awakening with this bloodline and the negatives which she knew about, like 

the fact he needed to hunt for its essence. 

Only now, did the real dangers of awakening with a primogenitor bloodline resurfaced. At this point, he 

didn't know if there were still more or not. 

"Thank you, get some rest, you worked really hard today." 

Unbothered by his sarcastic tone, Asna flipped him the finger while closing her eyes, returning to her 

sleep. 

Felix chuckled and left his consciousness. 



.... 

Four hours later... 

Felix finished his daily team practice routine and now he was taking a quick shower at the end of the 

hallway's bathroom. 

After a while, Felix finished showering and was returning to his room, wearing only a towel, which was 

covering his nether region to his knees. 

"Oh my, he is at it again." 

"If he didn't already have a girlfriend, I would have already jumped on him." 

"Shush, he will hear you." 

The girls, who saw him walking like that in the hallway, kept giggling and gossiping with flushed cheeks. 

Well, their eagerness to hit it off with Felix wasn't out of nowhere as he was currently being coined on 

the internet as the new Mr. Perfect, robbing Adam of his title. 

But, this teenager's nuisance just made Felix fed up and use a girlfriend excuse as a shield. 

After seeing that he was almost near them, they offered him the most beautiful smile they could 

muster, hoping to attract his attention. 

Unfortunately for them, Felix had his head buried in a hologram, showing the current prices of sand 

element stones in the public markets. 

Of course, they couldn't see the hologram, and that made them a bit upset, thinking that he was 

ignoring them. 

But did Felix gave a shit? Nope! 

Slam! 

Felix closed the door of his room behind him and went to the closet. After getting dressed, he laid on the 

bed wearing pajamas and continued to browse the prices of the sand element stones, from medium-

grade to peak-grade. 

// Medium-grade: 1000 SC in the Alexander Kingdom/ 2000 SC+ everywhere else. 

High-grade: 10000 SC in the Alexander Kingdom/30000 SC+ everywhere else. 

Peak-grade: 40000 SC in the Alexander Kingdom/120000 SC+ everywhere else.?// 

After seeing that the prices weren't really that different from the poison stones, which he bought 

before, he smiled bitterly. 

He knew that to reach a 100% affinity rating from 1%, it was going to take a while plus a huge amount of 

high-grade stones. 

Felix didn't even consider using peak-grade stones as they were extremely hard to get in public markets. 



They only get circulated between the upper echelon or inside auctions, getting sold by bulks. The only 

accessible way to buy them for him currently was using game points or a wish. 

That being said, Felix had no plans on wasting either of these two on merely energy stones. 

"Let's see how many stones will I need." Felix created two side-holograms, one was displaying the 

number of poison stones he needed to reach 100% from 59%, and the other showing the number of 

coins spent in the process. 

After doing a quick calculation, he found out that he needed 12,500 high-grade stones to reach 100% 

from 1%! 

This result was considering the fact that Asna took half of the purified energy from his first affinity 

enhancement. 

If he bought each stone using the lowest price tag, he would need a total of 125 million SC. Sadly, Felix 

wasn't optimistic about believing that he would get even 3000 stones with that price. Thus, the total 

should at least triple. 

"I can't be roaming kingdoms and getting spit at again, I need to invest in a mining company." Felix 

rested his chin on his hand, deep in thought on which mining company did it strike it rich in the future by 

finding rare minerals or high concentrated energy mines. 

Unlike his investment in movies and series, which he clearly remembered extremely well due to him 

being a cinema lover, the mining industry on the other hand, wasn't really part of his interest in his 

previous life. 

After all, there was an infinite amount of news trending on daily basis just in the Mariana Empire from 

all industries. 

Unless Felix narrowed his daily news intake to the mining industry only, he could forget about 

understanding what was going on in their world. 

Unfortunately, Felix's daily news was centered mainly on the SG both in his previous life and now. 

His lack of knowledge was biting him now in the ass, as no matter how deep he dug within his memories 

he remembered not a single mining company name. 

Though he clearly understood that his memory was actually shit, and even if he probably saw some 

news, which went trending empire-wide about the mining industry, he wouldn't be able to recall it no 

matter how hard he tried. 

That being said, Felix had a super memory search engine living in his consciousness that could solve this 

problem. 

'Asna can yo...forget it.' Felix shook his head and tucked himself in the bedsheets. 

He wanted to sound his request, but he didn't want to ruin her sleep two times in a row as he knew that 

if he went and did so, she would act spitefully and ignore his request. 

'Queen, please Log me in.' 



... 

10 minutes later, inside Fuzzia Stones Shop, Felix was sitting on a comfy armchair while drinking a cup of 

coffee, waiting patiently for Jadie, the shop owner to finish his business deal with another customer. 

Thankfully, he wasn't left waiting for long as that customer shook Jadie's hand and left through the door. 

After seeing that Jadie was approaching him, Felix stood from his seat and extended his hand forward 

with a polite smile. 

"Long time no see, brother Felix." Delighted, Jadie straightaway went for a hug instead of shaking Felix's 

hand. 

To treat Felix this friendly, he must have gotten the shapeshifter p.e.n.i.s from Looby's shop. For a man 

with problems down there to get the shapeshifter p.e.n.i.s was the greatest wish he could ever ask for. 

After a quick hug, Jadie let go of Felix and requested, "How can I serve you, brother Felix." He smiled 

confidently, "Just say the word and it shall be achieved." 

"I need 12,500 high-grade sand stones, when do I take them?" Felix asked while blinking his eyes 

innocently. 

"You said 1250 stones right?" Jadie drew closer to Felix as he asked with a tingle of disbelief. 

"Nope, 12.500, and I need them as fast as possible." Felix coughed with shifty eyes, "I believe getting 

them won't be that hard for you with your wide network." 

"Brother Felix, stop jesting." Troubled, Jadie had creases on his forehead as he leaned back on his chair. 

"I don't know why you need such a high amount again and I honestly would rather not ask. However, I 

can't give you all that amount at once and you know it already." He smiled wryly, "We discussed it 

before." 

"Well, you told me to ask what I need." Felix shrugged his shoulders, "That's what I did." 

Felix knew that Jadie wasn't going to sell him that amount even if he somehow managed to secure it. 

Jadie's shop was most of the time empty wasn't because he didn't have clients, but in fact, he had 

hundreds upon hundreds all with business contracts. 

Some signed a contract entailing that Jadie had to deliver 100 high-grade stones each month, while 

some were signing 10 or 500 per three months. All it mattered was that the limit was 1000 stones per 6 

months. 

This meant, that Jadie's stone stock would never be enough to give each customer what he asked for. 

Felix was well aware of this, but he couldn't help but want to tease him a bit as he was always overly 

excited whenever he saw him. 

"1000 is not doing anything for me." Felix took a small sip, "Can you recommend me to one of your 

mining companies?" 



"Brother Felix, I hope you understand that those companies never deal directly with customers." Jadie 

informed him with good intentions, "You will just waste your time trying to convince them into selling 

you what you seek." 

"I am planning on investing in one of them, but I'm not really that familiar with the elemental stones 

mining industry." Felix said, very serious. 

"I see, may I know which elements do you require the most?" Jadie asked. 

"Poison and sand." Felix replied. 

Jadie nodded his head and started tapping on his bracelet. In a moment, a hologram displaying five 

names was shown to Felix. 

"Those are the companies best known for mining stones for those two elements in the Kingdom." Jadie 

pointed at the one in the middle and suggested, "Do consider investing in this company, as I own some 

shares in, and so far it has been rising in a steady manner." 

"I appreciate the recommendations." Pleased, Felix smiled while pointing his bracelet at the list, wanting 

to copy it. 

"It's nothing." Jadie waved his hand dismissively while asking, "Are you planning on buying only the 1k 

high-grade stones, or should I throw in medium-grade as well?" 

"Give me both." Felix answered. 

Medium-grade might not help much in increasing his affinity but at this point, Felix would buy anything 

related to sand element to hasten the affinity enhancement. 

"Please sign this." Jadie sent him a standard contract, which Felix signed after reading it carefully. 

After the payment was wired and the serial codes were given, Felix stood up and extended his hand with 

a polite smile, "I will show myself out." 

"You are always welcome." Jadie smiled and let go of his hand. 

Chapter 206 - Maybe Battle Format? 

5 hours later... 

Felix was back in his Androxa house after he spent the last five hours jumping from a shop to a shop and 

from a city to a city, securing whatever sand stones he saw insight. 

He also bought poison stones, fire stones, wind stones...etc to be purified by Asna and used as a backup 

energy source. He wasn't a retard to use sand stones for that purpose. 

As for the five companies? He already gave a call to Mr. Igris, his investment manager, and gave him a 

mission to investigate those companies first before buying shares of the best one. 

He wired him 200 million SC as capital and warned him that he expects to have at least 4% of shares. 

This left Felix with 500 million SC in his bank account. 



Felix didn't want to go full ham on shares, as he wasn't relying on his memories but on Jadie's 

recommendation. Thus, he didn't know if they would go up or not. 

Plus, Felix was simply aiming to get priority on high-grade sand stones by being a shareholder. 

After he finished buying the amount needed, he would put his shares back on sale with the same 

pricing. Just like this, he wouldn't be putting his coins in a company with an uncertain future. Though, he 

would expect a quite delay before his coins get back to him. 

The only reason he wasn't investing in other big-league companies that had their stocks surge to the 

roof in his previous life was due to the fact his capital and expenses were always holding him back. 

After all, when compared to movies or series, which get released pretty quickly, giving Felix his returns 

within a couple of months, the companies' stocks, were going to raise only after creating an astonishing 

product, found a mineral-rich planet, or had in general an incident that made their stocks smash through 

the roofs. 

Those incidents weren't instantaneously, as the earliest one that was going to happen for a company, 

which Felix had his eyes on for a while, was in the next year or so. 

Felix didn't have enough capital to support him, don't even mention putting hundreds of millions in 

stocks, that were going to raise only a year later. 

That being said, after the series >My Love Rival is Menew game'Ting, Ting, Ting! 

Needle sound continued to resound in the living room, as it kept passing one format by the other until it 

completely froze on a format. 

"FINALLY!" The moment Felix saw the format, he could help but shout with his fists clenched tightly. 

>Congratulation on picking Battle Format!Ti-ring! 

>Congratilation on picking The King of The Island Game!King of The Island Farforce_5844: Silver Rank, 

Low-Tier Wins 6 / Losses 16. (For more details click on the name) 

>Alphatech_1497: Silver Rank, Mid-Tier, Wins 5 / Losses 10. (For...) 

>... 

> Cl.u.s.terfire_7934: Silver Rank, Mid-Tier, Wins 7 / Losses 13. (For...) 

> Unpaid Landlord_6996: Bronze Rank, Peak-Tier, Wins 2 / Losses 0. (For...) 

>... 

> Biohunter_6687: Silver Rank, Peak-Tier, Wins 9 / Losses 7 (For...) 

> Grimmind_10222: Silver Rank low Tier, wins 6 / losses 17. (For...) // 

After scrolling to the bottom of the list, Felix found out that he was the only bronze player in the entire 

list! 

"Why most of them have three times losses than wins?" Asna asked with a playful look. 



"Isn't it obvious?" Felix clarified with a hint of sympathy in his voice, "They were the losers, add ons, who 

wins games only if by luck or getting their some of their favorite formats." 

"Oh? Just like you." She chuckled at his trembling lips, "You lost at least 15 games until you finally made 

it into gold rank." 

Felix didn't even lash at her, as it was his fault for falling in such an obvious attempt of teasing. It was 

clear that she read his memories and knew beforehand, but asked to make fun of his garbage 

performance in his past life. 

Though, mentioning so brought him some unpleasant memories, like the fact he had to pause his 

integration in peak 1st stage of replacement until he got out of silver. 

The Supremacy Games wasn't merciful at all to losers like him, as it set a specific range of strength 

between ranks that couldn't be broken. 

For example, the integration allowed in bronze to silver was from lesser purity to peak 1st stage of 

replacement. 

This meant the players in silver rank, who broke through the 2nd stage of the replacement would not be 

allowed to play in the platform anymore as their strength outclassed their rank. 

The platform could add specific silver games, where those with 2nd stage or replacement could compete 

in. But why would they do so? 

They were trying their best to minimize the number of players in this overcrowded platform. And by 

being proactive in keeping those losers, it would defy what they were seeking. 

Obviously, the players didn't want to be kicked out of the platform, as it meant, heading to the real 

universe to do clan missions, hunting beasts, and such for gathering their resources. 

They would rather halt their integration than ending up with such a fate. 

Nevertheless, there was a silver lining about this. As the more games one plays, the more experience he 

gathers, making him enhance his chances of gaining victory. 

As long as they continue to survive and grid in the games, they would definitely get out of their rank at 

some point. 

The same happened to Felix in his previous life, as he had his integration halted in peak 1st stage of rep 

for at least three years until he finally made it out of silver rank. 

That being said, everything had an opposite, just like there were losers in the games, having a trash 30% 

win ratio, there were winners, who had either a 50% win ratio or above. 

Solar Mist, Spirit Visage, Hound Stench, and the rest of the hardcore players in the shuffle maze were 

those winners. 

Felix knew that he had to watch out for players like them in the upcoming game. Thus, he swiftly started 

scouting the players with the highest win ratio, spending hours marking the players' names and their 

abilities in his mind. 



After he was done, he went to the garage and took his car out, driving towards the training center. 

He wasn't planning on wasting those five days without practicing strategies and tricks to win the game. 

He was aiming higher than just winning the game! 

Chapter 207 - The Bounty and The Map! 

Five days later, one hour before getting teleported into the game... 

Felix was wearing his usual Landlord outfit while sitting in the living room, browsing the daily news in 

the Mariana Empire. 

Unsurprisingly, Felix found that his name was currently being mentioned by many of his fans in the 

network, using the hashtag #LandlordisBack! 

"I bet everyone thought that you died somewhere." Asna said, laughing. 

"Heh, some news platforms actually wrote so." Felix didn't know whether to laugh or cry after reading 

some news, claiming that he got killed by hitmen sent by Mastermania or he was found drowning in his 

own puddle of blood on a deserted planet. 

Well, the news platforms were just trying to milk as much attraction as possible from the fact that Felix 

was gone an extra 7 days. 

Everyone assumed that he was going to start another game immediately after the two months reset, but 

when they saw that he was nowhere to be found day after day, rumors started to circulate in the 

network, starting small then ending up with Felix getting killed. 

If Felix bothered to create a social media account, he could inform his fans when he was planning on 

joining another game, just like the majority of the players do. 

Too bad, he had no interest in social media. 

"Speaking of Mastermania, let's see how much bounty did his agency put on my head." Curious, Felix 

waved the news hologram away from his face and created another blank one. 

He wrote in the search engine >a guide on how to access the SG Bounties websiteUnpaid 

Landlord_6996Whoosh! Whoosh!....Whoosh!... 

Inside a giant ancient-looking hall, which had many crystal chandeliers hanging from above, lighting 

every corner of it, and a wooden stage with a podium placed right in the middle, players started to get 

teleported one by one, filling the empty hall rapidly until one hundred players were all standing under 

the stage. 

Expressionless, Felix kept looking around while walking towards a corner of the hall, planning to sit there 

until the MC arrives. 

He knew that it was going to take a couple of minutes. 

The players he passed through didn't make it difficult for him as they smiled politely while opening a 

path for him. 



This was a pure demonstration of respect for one's strength! 

Felix guessed that probably all of the players had either an extensive idea about him or a?slight idea. 

After all, he was the only bronze player in this game with two wins. 

So, even if the players didn't follow the news and heard about him, they would have done it out of 

curiosity after seeing his low rank and two wins streak. 

After sitting with his back against the wall for a couple of minutes, light particles started to take shape in 

front of the podium. 

Felix, who was paying attention to what goes around him, saw a tall beautiful thin man with purple hair 

made into a bun, suddenly appear after the light of particles disappeared. 

'Hmm, I never saw him before.' Felix tilted his head slightly in confusion. 

Well, it was obviously impossible for Felix to know every MC as there were millions of them just in low 

elo. 

"Good morning my lovely players!" A merry feminine voice was released from the MC's glossy lips, 

making some players confused whether he was a man dressing like a woman or the opposite. 

However, the majority still knew that he was a man, who swung in the other direction. 

"I am Meliodas, and I will be your judge in this game." Meliodas smiled charmingly and said, "Let's not 

dilly dally and get into the game explanation!" 

He clapped his hands twice and the same large screen descended from above, behind his back. 

Felix raised his head and saw that the screen was already on and displaying the current map of the 

game. 

It was a medium-sized island, stretching tens of kilometers from one end to the other. Rather, ends 

shouldn't be used as a term for describing it as it was shaped like a circle. 

Yet, none of the players cared about this but the fact that the island was split into two zones, each with 

a completely different environment and weather! 

The southern zone was a rainy forest made out of trees, from all kinds of species, painting a gorgeous 

piece of nature. 

The only thing they share was their towering height, reaching hundreds of meters into the dark cloudy 

sky! 

Meanwhile, the northern zone had only one humongous volcano sitting at the very center of it. The 

volcano's mouth was closed shut, appearing just like a dormant black behemoth. 

Felix ignored the top and focused on one enormous tunnel in the volcano, probably leading to the 

underground. 

'Tsk, at least I'm used to training in a forest environment.' Felix clicked his tongue in criticism at the sight 

of the island. 



During his practice in the past five days, he had to improvise and create many maps, each with a 

different environment, since the game clearly stated that the map was randomly generated. 

That meant it could be anything! 

Thankfully, his daily training most of the time include a forest environment since he knew that it was 

used quite heavily in the games. 

Based on the gloomy expressions of the majority of players, it seemed like none of them nailed the map 

design in their practice rooms. 

"As you can see, the map that was generated has only two environments." Meliodas pointed at the 

volcano tunnel, making the screen display where it was leading. 

Surprised, Felix raised his eyebrows at the sight of a complex Labyrinth of tunnels connecting to each 

other, making it almost impossible to not get lost in them without a passive or active ability to help. 

Thankfully, they were dimly-lighted, making visibility, not a major issue. 

Meliodas didn't put too much focus on the tunnel as he swiftly replaced it with a sea of lava at the 

bottom of the volcano. 

"While the rainforest is friendly, the volcano on the other hand isn't!" He informed them playfully, 

"During the last 15 minutes of the game, the volcano will erupt at a random period of time. It can be at 

15 minutes sharp or at the last minute of the game. Even I don't know when." He warned them with a 

grin, "So don't be near it when it happens." 

Unsurprisingly, the players weren't really that shocked, as they knew that most games with randomly 

generated maps have some kind of perk to make them more deadly for the players and entertaining for 

the spectators. 

Though, the SGA would never take it that far and make the entire map turn into hell for the players. 

That's why they left the rain forest untouched and peaceful. 

"Oh, and you will be getting two minutes warning before the eruption. You will know it when it 

happens." 

"Now, into the hidden addition!" Meliodas pressed a button and the center of those two zones suddenly 

had a beacon of light projected into the sky. 

The volcano had a red beacon, that was placed right before the tunnel, while the forest had a green 

beacon in the middle of it. 

"Those beacons are teleportation circles, that allow only the Crown holder to teleport!" Meliodas said. 

"Nice! this makes it a bit easier for the Crown holder." 

"Not bad, I just need to escape to the teleportation circles now." 

'As expected.' Unlike the players, who were exclaiming out loud in surprise and joy, Felix merely 

scratched his chin nonchalantly.Find authorized novels in , faster updates, better experience, Please click 
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He knew about it beforehand as this addition was live in the game he played in his previous life. 

The moment a surprise addition gets added in a game, it would either stay permanently or removed 

after not achieving its intended purpose, which was obviously entertaining the spectators. 

"Shush down for me please." Meliodas showed a sulking expression, making the men in the hall to avoid 

having eye contact with him at all cost. 

Besides the girls giggling, not a single sound was heard in the hall again. 

"Good boys." Meliodas smiled and continued, "Those teleportation circles do not teleport players 

randomly on the map but to the other teleportation circle!" 

Immediately after hearing so, the players' delighted eyes dimmed instantly. 

They understood that those teleportation circles weren't escaping routes but gates to hell itself!! 

'Hehe, life isn't so easy.' Felix couldn't help but chuckle at their expressions. 

Chapter 208 - Here We Go Again! 

"So use them at your own risk." Not wanting to clarify what he meant, Meliodas pressed another 

button, and a Golden Crown, embodied with colorful gems was displayed on the screen. 

"This is your key to victory! Hold it until the game ends and you will be crowned as the champion." He 

looked at his bracelet and said, "I need to go back to my bunnies, so be quick with your questions." 

After receiving a confirmation to start the Q&A, the players started raising their hands above their 

heads. 

They still had a lot of doubts about the rules. 

"You, the pretty boy, fire away your question." With an enthralled expression, Meliodas pointed his 

finger at a burly handsome man, making him tighten his ass cheeks at that invading gaze. 

"Cough, May I know the range of the small distance teleportation after we get hold of the Crown?" The 

Burly man asked while looking at his feet. 

"Good question darling!"Find authorized novels in , faster updates, better experience, Please click 
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Agitated, the burly men trembled after getting praised in such f*cked up manner. 

However, he still didn't raise his head, as he listened to Meliodas answer, "500 meters in any direction. 

So just pick up the Crown and try your best to survive the first 5 seconds." 

"No one else?" Disappointed, Meliodas asked after seeing that all of the men in the hall lowered their 

hands the moment they saw how the burly man was treated. 

After seeing that only the girls had their hands in the air, Meliodas pouted and pointed at one randomly, 

making her ask, "If the Crown holder used a teleportation circle and got teleported to the other, can he 

use the one he was teleported to again?" 



"Of course not!" He clarified, "The moment you get out of a teleportation circle it gets locked for 30 

minutes." 

"Thank you." 

"Next!" 

"Can you clarify the 11th rule in detail please?" 

"Every 15 minutes passes with Crown in your possession you earn an extra 1000 GP!" Meliodas 

answered. 

'Oh?' Felix raised his eyebrows in surprise at hearing this, as he noticed that an extra 5 minutes 

increased from what he knew of. However, the number of points also doubled. So, he wasn't really 

complaining. 

"Next!" 

"Are we allowed to mark positions inside the tunnel Labyrinth?" 

"Yes! This is not a puzzle game. You can mark the entrance or the exit, or even share your position with 

others. Do what you want." 

"Next!" 

"May I know What's the name of this game's unique title, and how can we get it?" 

"I am too lazy to create one, so I will just use this." Meliodas pressed a button, displaying a specific time 

on the screen, and told them that anyone who could hold the Crown longer than the current known 

record, will get the title >Record Breaker!Whoosh! Whoosh! 

Felix's clothes kept flailing by the raging wind of being at such a high altitude, but he didn't show any 

sign of fl.u.s.ter, as he kept looking at the rainy forest underneath him from the small openings of the 

grey clouds. 

He lifted his head and saw that the 100 players were spread 50 above the rain forest and 50 above the 

volcanic zone. 

Those who were near him all had different expressions clouding their faces as they kept looking 

underneath them. 

Some were displaying signs of joy and relief at being placed in their best environment while some were 

frowning their eyes eyebrows in irritation for the opposite reason. 

"Turn up the lights!" Meliodas shouted in pure delight as he pressed on a small screen, making the 

center of the two zones to release a towering beacon of colored light into space! 

Immediately after seeing that everything was in place, Meliodas displayed the 30 seconds countdown on 

the large screen and requested from the spectators to do the count down after it reached ten seconds. 

"THREE! TWOO! ONEE!....BEGIN!" Stirred and excited, everyone shouted with their hands raised above 

their heads! 



'Here we go again.' Felix smirked while being pulled down by the gravity, making him feel like he was 

skydiving...Without a parachute of course! 

Chapter 209 - Dear God! Why Me First?! 

Felix spread his arms and legs wide open as he kept free-falling into the rain forest, bursting into the 

grey clouds for a couple of seconds before his vision was brightened up again. 

His eyes were narrowed as he was focusing on the center of the forest, where the beacon of light was 

at. 

His destination was clearly the teleportation circle...Well, at least getting as close as possible to it. 

He turned his head to the left and saw that at least 20 players were all diving towards the center as well. 

Some were nosediving to increase their speed and reach faster, while some were trying their best to 

slow their speed just like Felix. 

He turned to the right and saw the exact same thing. They were quite close to him but Felix wasn't really 

worried about being attacked or such, since he knew that as long as they were in the sky no one was 

allowed to use their abilities. 

After all, it was an unfair advantage given to the wind Elementalist or those with flying abilities. 

1000meters...700m...500m... 

The towering trees were getting closer and closer, making Felix pay close attention to which tree was 

the largest one of those closest to him. 

'That one!' 

Soon, he saw a tree that was resembling coast redwood, but with literally red leaves, reaching 200 

meters in height or so. 

He immediately changed his falling positing to nose-diving, hoping to edge closer to the tree. 

100m...50m...10meters! 

Just as Felix was about to collide with it, he guarded his face with his arms while drawing his knees 

closer to his chest, appearing like a human grenade. 

BOOOOM! 

He smashed right into the humongous stem of the tree, creating a deep hole within. Yet, the tree only 

trembled slightly, making the leaves rustle for a second or two. 

"That was fun." 

Thrilled by the experience, Felix jumped from the hole and landed on one of the branches with a pleased 

smile on his face. 

'I want to try that as well.' Asna murmured dejectedly while eying Felix enjoying his time. 

'You will get your chance soon enough.' Felix promised while cracking his neck. 



Asna smiled charmingly and stopped bothering him, letting him focus on the game. 

Without a single second wasted, Felix looked at his bracelet and voiced his request, "Queen, make three 

separate alarms, one for the first 5 minutes, 2nd for every 15 minutes after, the 3rd for 5 minutes of the 

transmission." 

"As you wish." The Queen did as she was told, making three alarms each with a different sound and ring 

10 seconds before the mentioned periods. 

Satisfied by the end result, Felix nodded his head and started climbing into the top of the tree, jumping 

from a branch into the other akin to a monkey. 

Before long, he reached the top of the tree and stood on a small branch while holding the tip of the tree 

with his hand. 

"Hmmm, I'm still quite far.' He pondered to himself as he noticed that the green beacon was still a 

couple of kilometers away from him. 

'Let's see, if there are any free targets on the way.' He activated his infrared vision and pushed it to the 

limit, making everything in half a kilometer disappear, except for 3 humanoid auras, each displaced on a 

tree. 

Felix managed to guess so easily by the fact they were standing mid-air. 

A couple of seconds later, Felix turned off the passive, not wanting to get a headache. 

If it wasn't for him increasing his integration from 51% to 84%, his mental energy wouldn't have 

increased, which in turn made the range of the limit increase a hundred meters to a half-kilometer! 

Of course, his energy capacity and physical strength were increased moderately as well. 

Felix wasn't lazing around during the past five days, as he added 4% on his 80%, taking Asna's advice and 

integrating 2% every two days. 

After the game, he planned on finishing the last 4% in the bottle. 

'Asna did you note their position?' He asked while jumping down the tree. 

'Yes.' She informed him, 'The closest one is about 150 meters away from you.' 

'Time to hunt.' Felix licked his lips while having his slits narrowing into a string, completely engrossed in 

jumping from a tree's branch to the other. 

... 

'Hopefully, the Crown land in the forest area.' A short man with grey furry ears instead of human ears 

was pondering on top of a branch while gazing at the green beacon in utter focus. 

Rustle rustle... 

Suddenly his furry ears quivered at the abnormal rustling sound of the leaves behind him. 



'Heh, trying to ambush a wolf?' He snickered without turning his head, acting like he didn't notice the 

ambush. 

However, his human's nails were in the process of morphing into long metallic nails, gleaming under the 

rays of sunlight. 

Whoosh Whoosh! 

The moment his furry ears picked up the sound of approaching objects, he immediately turned around 

with a c.o.c.ky smirk on his face, planning to cut them into two with his sharp nails. 

He was clearly confident in his ability to achieve so. 

Too bad, the sight that greeted him wasn't like he expected, as he saw two acid green bombs, closing in 

on him with horrifying speed. 

'Dear God, why mee first!!' 

Terrified by facing the owner of those bombs, he couldn't help but cry in his mind while dodging 

narrowly one bomb, leaving the other to hit him right in the thigh! 

Poof Poof! 

Sadly for him, Felix exploded both of them at the same time, making him get engulfed from behind as 

well as the front! 

Before Felix could smile at having 200 GP secured with only two bombs, he frowned his eyebrows at the 

sight of his prey getting encased in a metallic grey fur, making the corrosion less effective than before. 

"HeavyMetal uses his best defensive ability, Metallic Fur! How is Landlord going to carry on his offense?" 

Meliodas wondered out loud. 

"Landlord, the game has just started, there is no need to drain our energy for such a needless fight." 

HeavyMetal suggested while crouching down on a branch, with his back and head facing Felix. 

After seeing his form, Felix knew that whether he accepts his proposal or reject it, the bastard was 

planning to escape either way. 

But so what? 

During those first 5 minutes, where the Crown still hasn't emerged yet, players were free to do as they 

please. 

Felix had no plans to chill in this duration, as he wanted to obtain game points every chance he got. 

"Oxidification Inducement." Felix created two bronze-colored bombs in his hands with a devilish smile. 

"You either buy your life or die." He hurled the bombs towards HeavyMetal while saying, "There is no in-

between in my dictionary!" 

Poof Poof! 



"Well, f*ck you then!" The player cursed him while bolting away, having absolutely no plan on fighting 

Felix alone. 

He saw enough footage about Felix in the network to let him understand that Felix wasn't a player but a 

monster wearing human skin joining the games to terrorize them! 

"Why do they always run?" Felix murmured in annoyance as he chased down his prey, who was running 

in direction of the green beacon. 

"It seems like this chase is going in Landlord's favor!" Meliodas commentated passionately while 

watching Felix catching up to HeavyMetal rapidly. 

The spectators were in favor, as Felix's movements were quite fluid, making it seem like he was actually 

traveling on the ground instead of branches! 

Felix always trained in this kind of environment as he knew that the SGA loved using huge forests in 

their games. 

Heck, the first-ever practice he had in the Training Center was in a forest almost the same as this one! 

Thus, he knew what he was doing. 

Meanwhile, the same couldn't be applied to HeavyMetal, as the weight of the metal fur was hindering 

his speed significantly! 

It was obvious that he didn't have movement-related abilities or even a superstrength passive to let him 

handle the weight properly. 

He couldn't even remove it as the threats of getting hit by an acid bomb was always on his mind. 

Those little things, little details, were what caused his furry ears to tremble at the sound of rustling 

coming from above, making him quiver in fear all over. 

Landlord is above me!! 

This thought coursed in his mind as he lifted his head, witnessing the most horrifying image in his entire 

life. 

A humongous brownish sphere, falling from the sky akin to a bronze coffin descending to seal his fate! 

Whoosh! Thud! 

Felix landed exactly two meters in front of the petrified HeavyMetal, intercepting his path forward. 

"Why did you run?" Felix smiled warmly as he tightened his fist and bashed him right in the 
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If HeavyMetal wasn't wearing that metal fur, that punch would have?launched him or burst his internal 

organs. 

Cough! 

Unfortunately, it just made HeavyMetal merely cough. 



However, the sight didn't discourage Felix at all, as he snapped his finger, creating a light yellow bomb 

right next to his head. 

'F*ck me!' HeavyMetal immediately closed his mouth shut, not daring to inhale after his cough, even 

when it felt extremely uncomfortable holding it in. 

That bomb made him terrified about the consequences of doing so. 

Yet, what was making him despair even more was the brownish aura that he was inside. 

He wasn't feeling much from the sphere. However, the metal fur, that he was wearing, kept getting 

rusty gradually, weakening it to the limit. 

BAM BAM!... 

With Felix's upcoming barrage of punches and kicks, the fur was getting obliterated continuously until 

HeavyMetal's clothes were started to get exposed! 

Slash Slash! 

'DIE YOU F*CKER!' 

Driven mad by getting cornered like this, HeavyMetal gave up on defending and switched on full 

offense, waving his rusty metallic long nails left and right in a mindless manner! 

His retaliation forced Felix to keep stepping back while evading those last effort attacks to the best of his 

ability. 

Snap, Snap! 

This back and forth kept going for merely 5 seconds before snapping sounds resounded in the area! 

"Oh no, they broke!" Meliodas exclaimed out loud at the sight of those rusty nails breaking into two 

pieces the moment they landed on Felix's forearm! 

Poof! 

Immediately, Felix snapped his fingers with one hand while delivering a heavy punch with the other at 

HeavyMetal's despairing face! 

Bam! COUGH, COUGH! 

Not able to hold it anymore, HeavyMetal was forced to breathe in the light yellow inducement after 

having his nose bashed like that. 

He froze stiffly with blood dripping down his chin and widened eyes packed with raw emotions, 

displaying his fear and despair at what's about to come next. 

"Good fight." Felix said, smiling. 

The Image would have appeared nice and all if his index finger wasn't deeply ingrained in HeavyMetal's 

forehead while saying so. 

Thud! 



After removing his finger, HeavyMetal fell backward with his eyes turning grey and dim until the last 

shimmer of light was sapped out of them. 

Peep! Peep! 

A second later, the first alarm that Felix set out went off abruptly, making him glance at his bracelet. 

Chapter 210 - Hiring The Players! 

"Right on time." Felix grinned as he saw that five minutes had passed since he dropped. "I do hope that 

the Crown lands on me." 

The spectators didn't know whether to applaud his fight or mock him for getting too c.o.c.ky and wish to 

carry that hot potato at the start of the game. 

But who could blame them for mistrusting Felix's absolute confidence? 

The best-known record was one hour and the holder still died. Yet, Felix was hoping to hold the Crown 

for two hours and survive it? 

Unique Legendary Bloodline or not, there was absolutely no way for Felix to survive against 99 players in 

this game all by himself. Not to mention, all of them were a peak 1st stage bloodliner! 

No one entertained the idea, not even his most loyal fans! 

After waiting for thirty seconds and still seeing that the Crown didn't show up above his head, Felix 

sighed in disappointment and carried on his journey towards the green beacon. 

Just like everyone else, he was heading there to camp, in case the Crown didn't land in the Rain Forest 

zone. 

.... 

14 minutes later... 

On top of a towering tree, reaching hundreds of meters, Felix was sitting on a branch with his back 

leaning against the stem. 

Meanwhile, his eyes were focusing on the ground, where a giant green circle with mesmerizing 

inscriptions was drawn on the floor. 

He was able to see it clearly as the bright light disappeared the instant he got this close to the circle. 

Felix switched his vision to the 28 players or so all standing around it. Some were grouped up as 5 or 6 

while some were just a party of 2 players. 

None of them were standing alone. 

14 minutes was more than enough to meet and create alliances or partnersh.i.p.s for the upcoming 

hunt. 

'Only 30 seconds left before the first transmission.' Felix did a quick glance at the time while thinking, 'I 

should probably check on the newcomers now.' 



He turned on his Infrared vision and scanned the entire area around the teleportation circle. 

After a couple of seconds, he turned it off while sighing in disgruntlement. 

He saw that the number of players hiding had increased to 20 in total. Adding that to the 28 or so on the 

ground, this made him conclude the unlikeliness of the Crown Holder being in the Rain Forest zone. 

No one was retarded enough to hold the Crown and stay close to the majority of the players. 

However, Felix didn't lose all of his hope, as he believed that it was still possible for one of those players 

to throw the Crown somewhere in the forest during those past 14 minutes. 

Peep! Peep!... 

After reaching ten seconds before the location of the Crown gets transmitted, Felix's bracelet started 

vibrating. 

Felix stood up while having his eyes roam around, paying close attention to where the place of 

transmission will come from. 

He wasn't the only one doing so as every player in the map quieted down their chatter and heightened 

their vigilance to the max. 

Everyone had only one thought going through their mind, and that was the countdown to zero. 

Three, two, one... 

"Go! Go! Go!..." 

The moment a golden beam of light emerged in the sky above the Rain Forest, every player next to the 

circle dashed toward it, completely giving up on their camping plan! 

'Good shit!' Thrilled by the sight of the static golden beam that was 10 kilometers or so away from 

him,?Felix let out a booming laugh while sprinting on the branch he was on. 

Whoosh! 

Without a single hesitation, he jumped the instant he reached the edge of the branch, aiming to land at 

the nearest tree below him! 

However, the distance was still a bit too much for Felix's knees to handle, thus he caught thin branch 

mid-air and swung himself to another, smashing into every giant green leaf in his path! 

Thud! 

By the time he made it, the rest were already ahead of him. Yet, Felix wasn't worried about it. 

He knew that since the golden beam was static, it meant that the Crown was thrown by the first holder. 

This meant unless those players were confident in their ability to survive getting chased by everyone, no 

one would dare to touch it. 

5 minutes later, the golden beam of light disappeared from the sky. 



Despite so, not a single player was bothered about it, as they already memorized its location, or at least 

the area it was at. 

After running at his top speed for a while, Felix started to slow down, as he noticed that all of the 

players had their heads facing a direction without moving an inch. 

Thud! 

Felix landed on a tree's branch and rolled forward two times to stop the momentum. After getting hold 

of himself, he cut down a giant leaf and put it on top of him while lying on his stomach. 

'Oh?' Intrigued, he gazed with his red shimmering eyes at 5 humanoid auras surrounding the Crown. 

The golden light that the Crown was releasing appeared as clear as crystal in his eyes. 

After finding what he wanted, he turned off his infrared vision and started approaching the five players 

in a sneaky manner, not wanting to expose himself. 

So far, not a single player saw him as he made sure that he was either behind them or way above them. 

Those who met him during the last 20 minutes didn't live to tell the tale. 

'Hmm? It seems like they are talking.' Felix closed his eyes and focused deeply on what they were saying, 

hoping to pick up their conversation. 

Thankfully, they were speaking out loud. 

"Miss Rosanna, I apologize but I can't accept your offer. I am simply here to represent my alliance." said 

a broad-shouldered man with green facial hair while shaking his head towards a tall gorgeous red-haired 

lady, who was wearing a dress made of red roses and thorns. 

"Are you certain Mr. Bio?" Rosanna smiled alluringly, "50 million SC for each of you is quite a lot." 

Seeing that he was still unmoving in his decision, Rosanna sighed and asked the other three alliances' 

leaders, "How about you guys?" 

"Nope!" 

"Not interested." 

Thud! 

A warrior-like man with a n.a.k.e.d upper body full of scars, smashed the butt of his heavy sword at the 

branch, drawing everyone's attention to him. 

"Make it 100 million each and my six-man alliance will be at your service." He said in a straightforward 

manner. 

"Deal!" 

Without a single hint of hesitation or showing signs of disapproval at the price getting doubled, Rosanna 

offered a delightful smile as she projected a huge holographic contract, showing all of its details to 

everyone. 



Even Felix, who was quite far, managed to read the terms. 

'You b*tch, I curse you and your filthy rich mom!' Felix couldn't help but curse in his mind after reading 

that she was giving 100 million SC to every player, who signed this hiring contact. 

By signing it, Rosanna would be getting the protection from the alliance and the help needed to win the 

game. 

This was the same as hiring a mercenary squad inside the game or bringing goons from the outside! 

For hardcore players, obviously, none of them would give a shit about this crap. But for losers, who 

already figured that they had no chance to win the game, they will damn sure sign it and secure such a 

freebie! 

"Retreat!" Vexed and agitated, Biohunter ordered while jumping down the branch. 

He wasn't a retard to stay next to Rosanna, who was about to get another 6 players to her side while she 

already had 5 in her alliance! 

That's right, she already bought 5 players with 50 million each. This summed up the total spent by her to 

850 million! 

"Go back!"..."Withdrew!" 

The rest of the leaders soon ordered the same thing, leaving only the proud Rosanna and the Warrier-

like man next to the shimmering golden Crown, which was floating in the air. 

"There she goes again!" Meliodas sighed in annoyance as he said, "Is she planning on continuing her 

winning streak forcefully by spending her mother's money?" 

Meliodas didn't give a crap about mincing his words when he was dealing with girls. 

He only acts nicely to men and especially cute ones. 

That being said, his criticism was applauded by the spectators, as they also didn't like what they were 

watching. 

They were expecting an epic battle royal for the Crown between the alliances and the partnersh.i.p.s, 

yet the end result was this anticlimactic situation. 

Booooo! 

They couldn't help but start booing at Rosanna and her goons, who lacked the backbone to play the 

game like it was supposed to. 

Meanwhile, Felix was staring in focus at Rosanna, who was gesturing with her hand for her alliance to 

drew closer to her.Find authorized novels in , faster updates, better experience, Please click 
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Before long, her entire alliance was standing all in one branch, putting her and the Crown in the center 

of a defensive formation. 



"Meliodas, my darling, you better capture this image perfectly. I paid 850 million for it." Rosanna winked 

at the sky while approaching the Golden Crown. 

 


